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Kingdom...Animalia
Phylum...Mollusca
Class... Bivalvia
Order... Unionoida
Family... Unionidae



Mussels (Unionids)

versus 

Clams



Unionid mussels ...

Generally separate sexes..some exceptions and some dimorphism 

Have a parasitic stage requiring a fish host

Have unique dentition - 4 “cases”

If it is bigger than a                        , it’s a mussel



Elliptio complanata
eastern elliptio 

Strophitus undulatus

creeper



Clams are …

Sexually all over the board …hermaphroditic, self fertilizing

Require no host….more direct life cycle

Always have both cardinal and lateral teeth

In Wisconsin…Fingernail clams and Corbicula



In Wisconsin...
52 species: all sizes, shapes, textures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mussels are found on every continent except Antarctica.



Diverse habitats…largest to smallest



The Influence of Geology and Earth Processes on Mussel Distribution 



Life History

Long lived

Slow growing = late maturing

Require a vertebrate host (usually a fish) 

Long and chequered association with humans….uncertain future





Exterior characteristics : shell morphology 

Internal anatomy “ plumbing and ventilation”

Sex lives &  “intimate details” of  Unionid 
reproduction 



Tips for external identification:

•Rely on combination of 
features 

•Look at shell when 
small

•Consider the Latin 
name

EXTERNAL  characteristics
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Living Inver tebrates.

Internal Anatomy 
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Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.

INTERNAL anatomy: plumbing (circulation) 



M. C. Barnhart

Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.
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Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.
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Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.
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Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.



Mouth

Stomach
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Anus

GonadGut
M. C. Barnhart

Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.



Outer demibranch
Inner demibranch

M. C. Barnhart

Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.

Internal anatomy: respiration 



Mantle
(cut away)
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Septa and water tubes
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M. C. Barnhart

Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The water tubes and dorsal passages are full of water- not body fluids- they communicate with the outside of the body via the pores in the demibranchs.  



Inner demibranch

Outer demibranch
Ovary

Eggs in water tubes

M. C. Barnhart

Diagram adapted from 
Pierce and Pierce 1987, 
Living Invertebrates.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gonad are ducted into the dorsal passages.  Sperm exits via the excurrent siphon, but movement of eggs is reversed and they enter the water tubes.  Demibranchs that receive eggs are called marsupial



The Birds and the Bees: SEX 





Percids

Centrachids 

Ictalurids 



On Fins

“sticky baby”

On Gills

mimic food 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s return to this parasitism / get on the fish thing…which represents the weak link in the life cycle. You, as a mussel, must reduce the odds so as to tilt the scale in your favor if you are to reproduce successive generations. There are a few different approaches:First is the shotgun”  or “broadcast” approach whereby   voluminous numbers of young are released into the current and one kinda hopes for the best. Usually, however, the glochidia are strewn intertwined in an amorphous transparent “net” which allows the fish to have some period of prolonged contact - like walking into a spider web….glochidial packets)  or you may package your young in some type of configuration so as to attract the host -in this case as a mimic of a food item- rather much like a chironomid or caddis fly….or..mantle lures - you may reduce the spatial hurdle by adapting your mantle flap to mimic a food item and attract attention…bring the host fish to you - as in the case of either an insect (hellgrammite) or fish/minnow mimic...superconglutinate slide - or you can pull all the stops and combine attraction strategies with the spatial reducer element…you go fishing with a superconglutinate (all your eggs literally in one basket) and hope for the host fish to swallow the entire reproductive package…you aim directly for the bullseyeSoapbox time…if you don’t think that there are some larger forces at work here my friends, well.then you are dreaming or asleep at the wheel…this is heap big medicine !



Kidneyshell_conglutinates.wmv

gallery_snuffbox_1.wmv



Four episodes of human - mussel interaction 

1. Indigenous uses

2. Pearl rushes

= minimal impact 

= wanton  waste 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the anthropogenic or human history relationship, the time line goes something like this..hopefully you will see a pattern here of intensifying use, rest periods, and other influences that all combine to shape the mussel resource…We know that native peoples used mussels in a wide variety of applications …tools (hoes, scrapers, cutting implements), food, as tempering agents for pottery, as trade barter for flint and copper…and as adornment to signify wealth or rank. We are covering hundreds to perhaps 2500-3000 years here...pit slide) This is the low use phase as born out by the archeological record…..(I often mention the effigy mounds along the UMR and the absolute utility of shell- hey, it’s easier to run down a mussel than a buffalo !)Then the white guys show up with the fur trade,settlement follows, and by circumstance, people start harvesting mussels for pearls..rushes occurred in pre-statehood Wisconsin..the Apple, the Pecatonica, the Sugar…This runs about a half century until the late 19th century. For the first time we have rather widescale and pronounced waste….especially of the larger fauna..Big shells = big pearls….



3. Pearl Button Era

= overharvest + concurrent events affecting 
rivers …land use, impoundment, sewage….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We get to about 1880 and this guy, John Boepple, immigrates to the US - he is a button maker, used to using horns, bone, etc…John is sent some freshwater mussels and determines that these would be great for buttons.  The rivers in the midwest abound in mussels and an industry is born. For the next 30 years mussels are harvested from virtually everywhere to support the hundreds of button factories….and the toll was indeed heavy….Harvest technology was crude, yes… but effective..here crowfoot bars ….and hand dredging or tongs landed shells - a lot of work indeed but a lot of mussels….Remember that concurrently we have major settlement along our waterways -do the names St..Paul, Milwaukee, or Chicago ring any bells ? The industrial revolution is in high gear and the science of water pollution abatement is yet unknown….our rivers,and their mussel fauna are seriously impacted. Dams, sedimentation and pollution are taking their toll in lockstep with harvest….Plastic reared its’ ugly head in the early 20th century and being cheap and available in all colors, it replaced pearl buttons and the industry died Ironically, John was employed by the old U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries to try to resurrect the failing mussel resource that the industry he founded had such a severe impact upon!



4. Cultured Pearl Era

= the last straw

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mussels get a period of respite from humans from the 1920’s to about 1960…when the Japanese refine the process of culturing pearls …..in marine oysters using implanted nuclei made from freshwater mussel shells. The race begins again…Things are different this time however…instead of using the old antiquated technologies of harvest...(slide of pile of washboards) Scenes like this ..once commonplace, are a thing of the past. Wisconsin closed its’ water to harvest of the washboard in 1998 because the numbers do not justify the continued extraction of a public resource….slide of old time gold miner) We have been though the tragedy of the commons - the gold rush mentality  of commercialization and the problems it has caused …greed is a huge problem….



OK…cool…so what ?

What good are they ?



Ecological Services 



Water Column 
Processes

Sediment 
Processes



What are the “challenges”  ?



Threats :  Impoundments



Threats - Sedimentation ( and the crud it carries with it ) 



Threats - Impacts from development and polluted runoff



Threats - Exotics



What does the future hold ? 



http://www.mpm.edu/collect/invert/mussels/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From 1973 - 1977 641 sites on 251 rivers and creeks



Alas…all is not doom and gloom….



How can I learn more about mussels ? 
Pick up a booklet, get a field guide, 

check out the many cool websites.

http://www.inhs.uiuc.edu/cbd/collections/mollusk/fieldguide.html



Freshwater mussels …a natural treasure
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